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Abstract
Natural images can be regarded as residing in a manifold that
is embedded in a higher dimensional Euclidean space. Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) try to learn the distri-
bution of the real images in the manifold to generate samples
that look real. But the results of existing methods still exhibit
many unpleasant artifacts and distortions even for the cases
where the desired ground truth target images are available for
supervised learning such as in single image super resolution
(SISR). We probe for ways to alleviate these problems for
supervised GANs in this paper. We explicitly apply the Lips-
chitz Continuity Condition (LCC) to regularize the GAN. An
encoding network that maps the image space to a new opti-
mal latent space is derived from the LCC, and it is used to
augment the GAN as a coupling component. The LCC is also
converted to new regularization terms in the generator loss
function to enforce local invariance. The GAN is optimized
together with the encoding network in an attempt to make the
generator converge to a more ideal and disentangled mapping
that can generate samples more faithful to the target images.
When the proposed models are applied to the single image
super resolution problem, the results outperform the state of
the art.
Key words: Deep Learning, Generative Adversarial Net-
work, image super resolution, latent space optimization,
Lipschitz Continuity
1 Introduction
A natural image can be regarded as residing in a manifold
embedded in a higher dimensional space (aka the ambient
space). The manifold is usually of lower dimensionality than
that of the ambient space and can be mapped to a lower di-
mensional space by a homeomorphic function (also called
an encoder in Deep Neural Network (DNN) terminology).
The lower dimensional space is called the latent space. The
inverse map from the latent space to the ambient space is
also a homeomorphic map (i.e. the generator function). In
generative DNN models such as the GAN (Goodfellow et
al. 2014), it is desired that the ideal generator function is
approximated by the DNN as closely as possible.
The GAN model (Goodfellow et al. 2014) provides a
powerful model to generate samples that imitate the real
data. It is trained through an adversarial process involving
the generator G and discriminator D. GANs suffer from
problems such as mode collapse, structure distortions and
training instability (Goodfellow 2016). DCGAN (Radford,
Metz, and Chintala 2016) applies batch normalization to
many deep layers and replaces the pooling layers with
strided convolutions to alleviate the problems. Metz et al.
(Metz et al. 2017) define the generator objective with respect
to an unrolled optimization of the discriminator to stabilize
GAN training and reduce mode collapse. Arjovsky et al. (Ar-
jovsky, Chintala, and Bottou 2017; Gulrajani et al. 2017)
propose the Wasserstein GANs by employing the Earth
Mover distance and the gradient penalty as the critic func-
tion; this helps reduce the mode collapse problem and makes
the model converge more stably. Lei et al. (Lei et al. 2018;
Lei et al. 2017) study generative models from computational
geometry point of view, in which latent space optimization
via the optimal mass transportation provides an interesting
perspective. Yet the method is intractable in high dimen-
sional spaces. Donahue et al. (Donahue, Krahenbuhl, and
Darrell 2017) and Dumoulin et al. (Dumoulin et al. 2017)
propose the Bidirectional GAN (BiGAN) to extend the GAN
framework to include an encoder E : X → Z that maps
in the reverse direction of the generator. The BiGAN dis-
criminator then needs to distinguish the pairs (G(Z), Z) and
(X,E(X)) with the discriminator and encoder forming an-
other set of adversarial nets. The BiGAN often produces
reconstructions of images that look little like the originals,
despite often being semantically related. Rubenstein et al.
(Rubenstein, Li, and Roblek 2018) further improve the Bi-
GAN by adding an auto-encoding loss; and they also find
that simply training an autoencoder to invert the generator
of a standard GAN is a viable alternative despite that the nu-
meric quality score for the reconstructed image is inferior to
BiGAN. All these help making the generated samples look
more realistic or the reconstructed image more like the orig-
inal. But still they are often distorted more than desired and
often lack details; and internal image structures are lost in
many cases.
This is also the case when the desired ground truth tar-
get samples are available for supervised learning, as in the
typical GAN application to the vision task of Single Im-
age Super Resolution (SISR). The SISR aims at recover-
ing the high-resolution (HR) image based on a single low-
resolution (LR) image. Some noisy LR and corresponding
ground truth HR image pairs are provided for supervised
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training. While many DNN architectures and training strate-
gies have been used to optimize the Mean Square Error
(MSE, i.e. the L2-norm) or equivalently the Peak Signal-
to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) (Ledig et al. 2017; Lai et al. 2017;
Tai, Yang, and Liu 2017; Haris, Shakhnarovich, and Ukita
2018), they tend to produce over-smoothed results without
sufficient high-frequency details. It is found that a metric
such as MSE/PSNR alone do not correlate well enough with
the perception of human visual systems (Blau et al. 2018;
Ledig et al. 2017).
Perceptual-based methods have therefore been proposed
to optimize super-resolution DNN models with loss func-
tions in the feature space instead of in the pixel space (John-
son, Alahi, and Fei-Fei 2016; Bruna, Sprechmann, and Le-
Cun 2015). In particular, GAN is used in SISR and the
SRGAN (Ledig et al. 2017) model is built with residual
blocks and optimized using perceptual loss defined in fea-
ture spaces. This significantly improves the overall visual
quality of reconstructed HR images over the PSNR-oriented
methods. Mechrez et al. (Mechrez et al. 2018) measured the
perceptual similarity based on the cosine distance between
vectors of the latent space features of the pre-trained VGG19
DNN (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015). This helps push the
generator to maintain internal statistics of images and make
the output lie on the manifold of natural images and state of
the art results are achieved.
In ESRGAN (Wang et al. 2018b), Wang et al. have fur-
ther optimized the architecture based on the SRGAN (Ledig
et al. 2017) and introduced the Residual-in-Residual Dense
Block without batch normalization as the basic building
unit. And the standard discriminator and generator func-
tions are replaced by the Relativistic D and G adversarial
losses LRaD and L
Ra
G (Jolicoeur-Martineau 2018; Wang et
al. 2018a), which measure relative realness instead of the
absolute value. The perceptual loss Lpercep, is changed to
be based on the pre-trained VGG19-conv54 (Simonyan and
Zisserman 2015) latent space features before ReLU activa-
tion. The final G loss function is as:
LossESRG = Lpercep + λ ∗ LRaG + η ∗ L1 (1)
The ESRGAN achieves significantly better visual quality
than SRGAN and won the first place in the PIRM2018-SR
Challenge. Despite this superior performance, there are still
quite some artifacts in the ESRGAN results. In particular,
some important structures in the restored HR images are dis-
torted or missing when compared to the ground-truth (GT)
HR images, as shown in Fig.1.
In this study, we probe for new regularization and opti-
mization for supervised GANs to make the generator net-
work a better approximation to the map that generates the
ideal image manifold. We propose the Latent Space Regular-
ization (LSR) and LSR-based GANs (LSRGANs) and verify
them by applying them to the SISR problem. Our contribu-
tions are:
1. We apply the Lipschitz continuity condition to regularize
the GAN in an attempt to push the generator function to
map an input sample into a manifold neighborhood that
is closer to the target image. The Lipschitz condition is
explicitly imposed to regularize the generator by adding
Figure 1: SISR(x4) results of the ESRGAN, the proposed
LSRGAN and the ground-truth high resolution image. LSR-
GAN outperforms ESRGAN in structural faithfulness, de-
tails and sharpness.
a theoretically derived companion encoding network that
maps images to a new optimal latent space. The encod-
ing network is simultaneously trained with the GAN. And
the Lipschitz condition is explicitly converted to new reg-
ularization terms for the generator loss function via the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition, and it is shown to be crit-
ical for the aforementioned encoder coupled GAN to gen-
erate good results.
2. We further improve the quality of generated images by
adopting a perceptual loss term based on vectorized VGG
domain features. We find the LSR can leverage the merits
of the perceptual loss and overcome its weakness in cases
where the perceptual loss alone degrades quality.
3. The proposed LSRGANs are applied to the SISR problem
and the results significantly outperform the state of the art.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time the Lips-
chitz continuity condition is explicitly utilized to regularize
and optimize the generative adversarial networks in an at-
tempt to approximate the ideal image manifold more closely
and improved results are achieved.
2 Latent Space Regularization and GAN
Optimization
In a CNN with ReLU as the activation function, an input can
be mapped to the output by a continuous piecewise linear
(PWL) function. We prove that a continuous function with a
compact support can be approximated arbitrarily well by a
continuous PWL function (see the appendix A for the proof).
A CNN with enough capacity may provide a good approx-
imation to the continuous function. The lower-dimensional
image manifold that is embedded in the ambient image space
may be learnt and represented approximately by the param-
eterized manifold defined by the CNN.
In supervised GAN training, as when used in the SISR
problem (Ledig et al. 2017), a noisy latent sample z corre-
sponds to a target ambient space sample y. The goal is to
make every generated point G(z) to be close to the corre-
sponding y as much as possible. We try to explore the opti-
mal generator G that can best map a sample z in the latent
space to a generated sample G(z) in the image space so that
G(z) is located in a neighborhood that is close to the target
image y as much as possible, i.e.
|G(z)− y|1 < . (2)
We want  to be small and become smaller and smaller as
the training goes on.
In our design, G is a CNN with the ReLU activation. It
is a continuous PWL function and is thus globally Lipschitz
continuous.
We propose to incur an encoder L so that the Lipschitz
Continuity Condition (LCC) can be applied in the encoded
latent space as shown in Equation (3).
|G(z)− y|1 ≤ K ∗ |L(G(z))− L(y)|1 (3)
This is a good approximation under the assumption that the
set of natural HR images {yi}i are in a manifold and there is
a generator G that can represent the manifold well enough,
i.e for every y, there exists a good approximation G(z0).
Equation (3) is then an approximation of the following equa-
tion.
|G(z)−G(z0)|1 ≤ K ∗ |L(G(z))− L(G(z0))|1 (4)
We can make G converge to a better approximation to the
ideal mapping if we require the left hand side (LHS) of (3)
be upper bounded by a constant multiple of the latent space
difference (i.e. by the right hand side (RHS)) and make the
RHS smaller.
Note that directly bounding the difference between G(z)
and y by the difference in the z space is not a good idea
because z is usually corrupted by random noise or other im-
pairments, and the difference in the z space is hard to mini-
mize. As a matter of fact, it is desirable to allow corrupted z
samples to be mapped to realistic HR images in real world
applications. We intend to utilize the encoder L to map the
ambient space to a more regularized latent space, which can
be optimized to enforce local invariance of G.
Recall that the standard GAN tries to solve the following
min-max problem:
(D∗, G∗)
= min
G
max
D
(Ey(logD(y)) + Ez(1−D(G(z)))) (5)
where Ey and Ez are the expectations w.r.t. the real data
and the input sample distributions. With the LCC constraint
in equation (3), we can formulate the generator optimization
problem as
G∗ = min
G
Ez(1−D(G(z))),
s.t. Ez|y −G(z)|1 ≤ K ∗ Ez|L(y)− L(G(z))|1
(6)
From the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition (Karush
2014; Kuhn and Tucker 1951; Boyd and Vandenberghe
2006), a necessary condition for the solution of the prob-
lem (6) is that it is the solution of the following optimization
problem:
G∗ = min
G
Ez{(1−D(G(z)))
+ η ∗ (|y −G(z)|1 −K ∗ |L(y)− L(G(z))|1)},
(7)
where η ≥ 0 is the KKT multiplier.
Without the knowledge of the Lipschitz constant K, we
make it an independent hyper parameter and further convert
the problem in (7) to
G∗ = min
G
Ez{(1−D(G(z))) + η ∗ |y −G(z)|1
− µ ∗ |L(y)− L(G(z))|1}
(8)
where η ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 0 are independent hyper-parameters.
The above deduction can be similarly done by replacing
the adversarial items with the new ones when a non stan-
dard adversarial metric such as the Relativistic discriminator
(Jolicoeur-Martineau 2018; Wang et al. 2018a) is used.
Mathematically, equation (8) is a necessary condition to
enforce the LCC in equation (3). A new GAN architecture is
proposed accordingly in the following section to reduce the
LHS of equation (3)
3 The LSRGAN Models and Architectures
The equation (8) naturally leads to a few key points for our
GAN design:
First, a companion encoding network L that maps the am-
bient space manifold to the latent space is augmented to the
GAN. This is shown Fig. 2. L receives signals from the out-
put of the generator G(z) as well as the target data y. It is
optimized simultaneously with the D and G, and its outputs
L(G(z)) and L(y) are utilized to regularize the generator G.
The loss function of L can simply be the L1-norm as:
LossL = Ez|L(y)− L(G(z))|1 (9)
Second, the generatorG is now also regularized by the latent
space term Ez|L(y)− L(G(z))|1 with an independent mul-
tiplier µ. We denote it as the Latent Space Regulation (LSR).
It plays a critical role to force the generator to produce sharp
details that are more faithful to the targets.
Third, the resemblance of the generated sample G(z)
and the target y is now naturally reflected by the term
Ez|y − G(z)|1. It is shown to be an indispensable regular-
ization in our derivation although it is intuitive to have. In
many existing GAN based SISR solutions, this term is usu-
ally deemed as a cause of soft and blurry results. We will
show that sharp details are generated when it is combined
with the LSR term, as in the equation (8).
We denote this GAN model the LSRGAN. And it forms
the base for the following investigations to verify that the
LSR helps to push the generator function to map an input
sample into a manifold neighborhood that is closer to the
target image. The SISR is a good problem to which to ap-
ply the LSRGAN. Since the ESRGAN (Wang et al. 2018b)
gives the state of the art results, we would like to verify our
concept and architecture on top of the ESRGAN by adding
the L, imposing the LSR to theGwhile keepingD the same.
This can be expressed as:
LossLSRG = Ez{Lpercep + λ ∗ LRaG
+ η ∗ |y −G(z)|1 − µ ∗ |L(y)− L(G(z))|1}
(10)
And we would also like to see if the LSR works well with
different perception loss measures other than the original
Lpercep. For this we introduce the cosine similarity, which
Figure 2: The proposed LSRGAN: a companion encoder L
is added to provide new regularization to the GAN. The red
dashed line from L to G indicates the output from the L
is used to regularize the generator G as part of the G loss
function; it is not fed through G to generate new samples.
So is with the red dashed line from y to G.
measures the directional similarity between two vectors.
Similar to Mechrez and et al. (Mechrez, Talmi, and Zelnik-
Manor 2018; Mechrez et al. 2018), the contextual data Gz
and Y consist of the N points in the VGG19-conv34 feature
maps (Simonyan and Zisserman 2015) for the images G(z)
and y. We then define the Cosine Contextual loss between
G(z) and y as
CCX(G(z), y) = −log( 1
N
∑
j
maxiAij),
Aij =
e(1−d
′
ij/h)∑
k e
(1−d′ik/h)
,
d
′
ij =
dij
minkdik + 
,
dij =
(xi − r) · (yj − r)
‖ xi − r ‖2 × ‖ yj − r ‖2 ,
(11)
where h > 0 is a bandwidth parameter,  = 10−5, and r is a
reference, e.g. the average of the points in Y .
We replace the Lpercep in (1) and (10) with CCX and get
two new models: one with the generator function in equation
(12) (denoted as CESRGAN), and the other in equation (13)
(denoted as CLSRGAN).
LossCESRG = Ez{CXX(G(z), y) + λ ∗ LRaG
+ η ∗ |y −G(z)|1}
(12)
LossCLSRG = Ez{CXX(G(z), y) + λ ∗ LRaG
+ η ∗ |y −G(z)|1 − µ ∗ |L(y)− L(G(z))|1}
(13)
3.1 Network architecture
The CESRGAN adopts the same architecture as the ESR-
GAN (Wang et al. 2018b). They are trained using the same
training algorithm. The LSRGAN and CLSRGAN share the
same architecture, with the same encoder network architec-
ture for the newly added L. Their G and D model archi-
tectures are the same too, as in the ESRGAN model. The
training algorithm is similar to that of the ESRGAN, except
that the companion encoder L needs to be trained simultane-
ously. In our implementation, the encoder L is adapted from
the first few layers of the VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman
2015) by removing the batch normalization and is followed
by a few upscaling layers so that its output matches the size
of the LR image that is fed to the G. This makes the encoder
L output in the same latent space as the noisy sample z. And
the L regularizes the latent space by minimizing the distance
defined in equation (9). The L is not required to be an au-
toencoder that would attempt to output samples that look
real. In our following experiments, the L is first pre-trained
separately to be close to some target LR images. This is just
to speed up the formal GAN training or fine-tuning, in which
the L parameters are only further fine-tuned to minimize the
LossL and its output is no longer required to match any tar-
get LR image. More flexibility is also allowed to choose the
L architecture. We speculate the encoder network that em-
beds the HR image space to the LR image space may support
only part of the natural image topologies, and an encoder
DNN that better represents the ambient space image mani-
fold in the latent space may produce good results for a wider
range of natural images.
4 Experiments
4.1 Training Details and Data
All experiments are performed with an upscaling factor of 4
in both the horizontal and vertical directions between the LR
and HR images. The DIV2K dataset (Agustsson and Timo-
fte 2017) is used for training. It contains 800 high-quality
2K-resolution images. They are flipped and rotated to aug-
ment the training dataset. HR patches of size 128x128 are
cropped. The RGB channels are used as the input. The LR
images are obtained by down-scaling from the HR images
using the MATLAB bicubic kernel. The mini-batch size is
set to 16. We implement our models in PyTorch running on
NVIDIA 1080Ti GPUs.
The training process includes two stages. First, we pre-
train the GAN and L as PSNR-oriented models to get the
initial weights of the networks. The G maps the LR images
to the HR images, and the L maps the HR images to LR
images with the L1 loss. The Adam optimizer is used by
setting β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and  = 10−8, without weight
decaying. The learning rate is initialized as 2×10−4 and de-
cayed by a half every 2×105 of mini-batch updates. We train
the models over 500000 iterations, until they converge. We
then jointly fine-tune the D, G and/or L for the CESRGAN,
LSRGAN and CLSRGAN models, with λ = 5 × 10−3,
η = 10−2, and µ = 10−3. The learning rate is set to 1×10−4
and halved at [50k, 100k, 200k, 300k] iterations. We again
use the Adam optimizer with the same β1, β2 and . We al-
ternately update the D, G, and L until the models converge,
or up to 500000 iterations.
We experimented various values for the hyper-parameter
µ. We find a value of µ in the range of [0, 10−2] generally
helps get better generated images. For example, 10−7 gives
very sharp details that can sometimes be excessive and 10−3
gives more balanced results for LSR GANs (see the supple-
mentary for experimental results). 10−3 is used for training
the LSRGAN and CLSRGAN in the following experiments.
Table 1: The average PI, SSIM and PSNR(dB) values for the five test data sets for the ESR, LSR, CESR and CLSR GANs.
Note PI is better with a lower value. The last rows of the sub-tables are the PSNR standard deviations (PSD).
set5 set14 PIRM Urban100 BSD100
ESR LSR ESR LSR ESR LSR ESR LSR ESR LSR
PI 3.755 3.410 2.926 2.907 2.436 2.096 3.771 3.520 2.479 2.388
SSIM 0.864 0.856 0.718 0.724 0.669 0.688 0.749 0.757 0.673 0.680
PSNR 30.45 30.32 26.28 26.46 25.04 25.47 24.36 24.73 25.32 25.52
PSD 2.020 2.223 4.132 3.913 3.325 3.144 4.310 4.095 3.855 3.795
CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR
PI 3.187 3.128 2.738 2.820 2.117 2.112 3.513 3.511 2.311 2.290
SSIM 0.848 0.854 0.725 0.731 0.687 0.692 0.758 0.760 0.680 0.680
PSNR 30.17 30.19 26.43 26.52 25.45 25.63 24.71 24.76 25.52 25.53
PSD 1.980 2.081 3.887 3.720 3.104 3.096 4.210 4.202 3.770 3.787
4.2 Evaluation Results
We evaluate the models on widely used benchmark datasets:
Set5 (Bevilacqua et al. 2012), Set14 (Zeyde, Elad, and Prot-
ter 2010), BSD100 (Martin et al. 2001), Urban100 (Huang,
Singh, and Ahuja 2015) and the PIRM test dataset that is
provided in the PIRM-SR Challenge (Blau et al. 2018).
We performed experiments to check the effects of impos-
ing the LSR to the ESRGAN and CESRGAN models. The
purpose is to verify that the proposed LSR and encoder L-
coupled GAN architecture can push the generator to produce
a sample that is closer to the ground truth than those of the
GANs without the LSR and encoder L.
We measure the values of the PSNR, SSIM and Percep-
tual Index (PI) (Blau et al. 2018) for each model. It is recog-
nized in the research community that numerical scores such
as PSNR and/or SSIM alone are not suitable for differentiat-
ing and evaluating image perceptual quality because they do
not always correlate very well with subjective image quality
(Blau et al. 2018; Ledig et al. 2017), PI is devised to over-
come part of this deficiency(Blau et al. 2018). Nonetheless
PSNR and SSIM are still important references.
To further compensate the lack of effective numeric mea-
sures for the perceptual quality, we present some representa-
tive qualitative results. We will check how well the internal
image structures of the generated samples match the ground
truth images and how details and sharpness look.
Comparison data between the LSR and ESR and between
the CLSR and CESR are listed in Table 1. Some representa-
tive local patch images are shown in Fig. 3. And some of the
full images are shown in Fig. 5 (some of them are cropped
around the center areas to meet the 10MB file size limit).
The full images are best for viewing when being scaled up.
First, we can see that the LSR improves all the average
PSNR, SSIM and PI scores over ESR, with the PI being
improved more significantly, except the PSNR and SSIM
of Set5, which contains five very simple images. And we
also compare the qualitative quality of the generated images.
LSR makes the internal structures more faithful to the GT
HR images in most cases. For example, the house structure
looks more right in the LSR image (the second image from
the left in the first row of images in Fig. 3) than in the ESR
image (the first image from the left in the first row); the dig-
its and cars in the LSR images look more solid in the second
and third rows; the hat decor and eyes in the LSR images
are sharper and fine details are more separated in the fourth
and fifth rows; the zebra leg stripes and fine building struc-
tures in the LSR images are better disentangled in the sixth
and seventh rows. The chimney nearly disappears and color
does not look right in many places in the ESR result in the
seventh row but they look more correct in the LSR result.
Second, we compare the CLSR with CESR. Qualitatively,
what’s observed in the above comparison between LSR and
ESR is also generally true for CLSR vs. CESR. See the 4th
and 3rd images from the left in each row in Fig.3. The cars,
digits, eyes and woven hat from row two to row five are ob-
viously improved and sharper in CLSR. The average PSNR,
SSIM and PI scores are better for CLSR than for CESR ex-
cept the PI of Set14.
We notice that CESR helps in many cases when compared
to ESR. But CESR degrades quality severely sometimes. For
example, the zebra leg stripes are smeared and spurious lines
penetrate the building chimney, which is no longer recogniz-
able in CESR. CLSR corrects most of these errors.
In both cases the LSR results in improved quality in gen-
eral. This shows generality of the LSR to some degree. Over-
all, the GANs with LSR generate results that match the local
image structures in the GT HR image better and sharper than
the GANs without LSR.
The standard deviations for the PI, SSIM and PSNR are
usually smaller in the LSR GANs except a couple of cases
of the PSNRs. So only the PSNR standard deviations are
listed in Table 1 (see the last rows of the sub tables). This
means the improvements on these numeric values by the
LSR GANs are generally more consistent in the test images.
Comparison between LSR and CLSR shows many com-
parable cases. We slightly favor CLSR as the result is usu-
ally slightly sharper and in many cases distortions are further
corrected in CLSR. See the digits, road lines, hats and eyes
in the images in Fig. 3. LSR can give better results in some
cases such as in the zebra leg and building chimney images.
The intent of incurring the LCC constraint in equation 3
is to force the generator to create images that are closer to
Figure 3: Results from LR to HR (4x) experiments. From left to right are patches from the generated images of ESR, LSR,
CESR, CLSR GANs and the HR ground truth. It can be seen that the LSR-based GAN models maintain the structures of the
images significantly better than the corresponding models without the LSR.
Table 2: The average L1 values for the five test data sets for the CESR and CLSR GANs.
Set5 Set14 PIRM Urban BSD100
CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR CESR CLSR
0.441 0.409 0.463 0.444 0.463 0.429 0.460 0.436 0.453 0.420
the targets in the sense that the L1 distance |G(z)− y|1 may
be made smaller. We therefore measure the average L1 error
on the five test data sets for the CLSR and CESR GANs. We
find that average L1 is lower in CLSR than in CESR in all
these cases, as shown in Table 2. The values are calculated
for the Y channels of the images and are normalized to the
range of [0, 1]. This seems to indicate that LSR is effective.
The L1 values for the LSR and ESR GANs are not much
different and not listed. The reason might be that the ESR
model (from the public domain model that is provided by
the ESRGAN authors (esr ; Wang et al. 2018b)) was trained
using more training data sets in addition to the DIV2K data
Figure 4: Results from LR to HR (4x) experiments, full images. Shown from the left to the right are the results from the ESR,
LSR, CESR, CLSR models and the GT HR images. LSR and CLSR GANs outperform ESR amd CESR GANs in structure
faithfulness, sharpness and detail clarifty.
set, which is the only data set we use for training.
5 Discussions
We explicitly apply the Lipschitz continuity condition to
regularize the GAN by adding a coupling encoding network
and by converting the Lipschitz condition to latent space
regularization terms for the GAN generator via the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker condition. The GAN and the coupling latent
space network are simultaneously optimized. Experiments
on SISR show that optimizing the GAN via simultaneous la-
tent space regularization and optimization pushes the gener-
ator converge to a map that generates samples that are more
faithful to the desired targets and sharper. The results out-
perform the state of the art.
Some aspects of the model can be investigated more thor-
oughly. We have opted for a encoder network that maps
the high-resolution image space to the low-resolution space.
The encoder L network that embeds the HR image manifold
to the LR space may only support the part of the natural im-
age topologies which the L represents. An encoder that can
better represent the natural HR or LR image distributions in
the latent space may produce good results for a wider range
of LR images.
We find the effect of the LSR varies when different ad-
versarial terms are used. The LSR achieves better results
for SISR with the Relativistic adversarial losses (Jolicoeur-
Martineau 2018)(Wang et al. 2018a) than with the standard
adversarial losses. We also find that the LSR works well with
the cosine similarity based contextual loss for SISR. Further
investigating how different terms work with the LSR may be
worthwhile.
Application-wise, the proposed LSR-based GAN models
may be applied to vision tasks other than SISR, such as im-
age restoration, image inpainting and etc. And for the SISR
problem, we only used the 800 images of the DIV2K data
set and their augmented ones for training. Including more
diversified data for training may further improve the results.
We may revisit these in the future.
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A Proof for the Continuous Piecewise Linear
Approximation Proposition
In section 2 of the paper, we claim that a continuous func-
tion with a compact support can be approximated arbitrar-
ily well by a continuous piecewise linear (PWL) function.
The proof is provided here. Without loss of generality, the
following analysis is performed for real functions on one
dimensional space.
Let C[a, b] be the set of functions that are continuous in
the closed interval [a, b].
Continuous Piecewise Linear Approximation Propo-
sition. Let f ∈ C[a, b]. For every  > 0, there is a continuous
piecewise linear function fpwl such that for every x ∈ [a, b],
|f(x)− fpwl(x)| < . (14)
First recall the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem.
Let f∈ C[a, b]. Then, for every  > 0, there is a polynomial
p such that for every x ∈ [a, b],
|f(x)− p(x)| < . (15)
Proof of the Piecewise Linear Approximation Proposi-
tion. Let x0 = a < x1 < ... < xn = b be a sequence of n+
1 different points in [a, b]. Define fpwl to be the continuous
piecewise linear function that interpolates f at the xi , i.e.,
for any x ∈ [a, b], there is an index i with i = 0, 1, or n− 1,
such that x ∈ [xi, xi+1]; and
fpwl(x) = f(xi) +
x− xi
xi+1 − xi (f(xi+1)− f(xi)) (16)
And we can derive that
f(x)− fpwl(x) = xi+1 − x
xi+1 − xi (f(x)− f(xi))
+
x− xi
xi+1 − xi (f(x)− f(xi+1))
(17)
From this we can further derive that
|f(x)− fpwl(x)|
≤ max
x
(|f(x)− f(xi)|, |f(x)− f(xi+1)|)
≤ sup
(x,y)
{|f(x)− f(y)| : x, y ∈ [xi, xi+1]}
(18)
By the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, for every
 > 0, there is a polynomial p such that for every x∈[a,b],
|f(x)− p(x)| < 
3
. (19)
Therefore, for any x, y ∈ [a, b], we have
|f(x)− f(y)|
≤ |f(x)− p(x)|+ |p(x)− p(y)|+ |p(y)− f(y)|
≤ 2
3
+ |p(x)− p(y)|
(20)
The polynomial p on the compact support [a, b] is Lipschitz
continuous (actually it is continuously differentiable every-
where). There is a constant K > 0 such that for any x, y ∈
[a, b],
|p(x)− p(y)| ≤ K ∗ |x− y|. (21)
We sample the sequence x0 = a < x1 < ... < xn = b
dense enough such that
n−1
max
i=0
|xi − xi+1| ≤ 
3K
(22)
Combining (18) to (22), the proposition (14) is proven.
B Experimental Results from the LSR model
with Different Hyper Parameter Values
The LSR models introduce a new hyper parameter µ, as
shown in the equations (9) and (12) in the full paper. We
performed some experiments to decide its value.
We tested some values in the range of [0, 10−2] including
µ = 0, and compared their results. Some results are listed
in Fig. 5. They are best for viewing when being scaled up
enough.
The average PSNR (in dB), SSIM and the Perceptual In-
dex (PI) values for a few test data sets are also provided for
reference. PI is used in the PIRM-SR Challenge and is re-
garded as being better with a lower value. PSNR and SSIM
are evaluated on the luminance channel in YCbCr color
space. Table 3 lists these values for the LSRGAN model
with µ taking the values of 0, 10−7 and 10−3 respectively
for the test data sets of Set14, PIRM-SR and BSD100.
First, we find the value of µ being 0 is less effective in
keeping the image structures and details than µ > 0. For
example, in the Zebra image, the horizontal stripes are more
solid in the front legs when µ > 0 while some stripes be-
come forked with µ = 0; the stripes in the back legs are
more faithful to the GT images with µ > 0 than with µ = 0;
in the Vegetable image, the number 2.50 on the price tag is
more solid when µ > 0; the hat and its decor in the Lenna
image are aliased when µ = 0 while they look nice and
sharp in the results when µ > 0, especially the top of hat
contains a lot more details when µ = 10−3.
Second, the value of µ being 10−7 usually gives sharp
details, but they can be excessive sometimes. For example,
the whiskers under the nose on the Baboon image and road
lines in the country road image are sharper when µ = 10−7.
However, some details can be excessive when µ = 10−7.
For example, the tree branches on the right side of in the
country road image become brush-stroke like and unnatural
Figure 5: Results from LR to HR (4x) experiments. Shown from the left to the right are the results from the LSRGAN model
with µ = 0, 10−7 and 10−3, and the ground truth HR images.
and the vertical/tilted lines on the hat of the Lenna image
seem sharpened too much in the results with µ being 10−7.
With the value of 10−3, the results look more balanced over-
all.
It is recognized in the research community that numerical
scores such as PSNR, SSIM and PI alone are not suitable for
differentiating and evaluating image perceptual quality be-
cause they do not always correlate very well with subjective
quality (Blau et al. 2018; Ledig et al. 2017), but they can be
still important references. By checking the average PSNR,
SSIM and PI values in Table 3, we find that, in contrast
to the subjective quality difference we have just checked
above, the numerical scores are only marginally different.
Nevertheless, the value of µ being 10−3 gives 9 best scores
out of the 12 comparisons. Subjective quality is also gener-
ally better with µ being 10−3 although it is not always the
Table 3: The average PSNR(dB), SSIM and PI values measured on the test datasets of Set14, PIRM SR Challenge, Urban100
and BSD100 for the LSRGAN model with the hyper parameter µ values of 0, 10−7 and 10−3. Note that PI is regarded as being
better with a lower value.
Set14 PIRM-SR Urban100 BSD100
0 10−7 10−3 0 10−7 10−3 0 10−7 10−3 0 10−7 10−3
PSNR 26.44 26.51 26.46 25.44 25.46 25.47 24.54 24.61 25.73 25.35 25.37 25.52
SSIM 0.723 0.727 0.724 0.683 0.685 0.688 0.751 0.756 0.757 0.671 0.673 0.680
PI 2.908 2.912 2.907 2.155 2.159 2.096 3.551 3.533 3.520 2.404 2.374 2.388
case.
The value of µ being 10−3 is therefore used in the exper-
iments reported in the paper.
The section of Experiments of the paper thoroughly eval-
uates how the LSR GAN models help make the internal im-
age structures and details better kept than the models with-
out the LSR.
